
EXCEL   Lesson   Plans 
 

Teacher:   Chari   Michael  Grade/Content:   7th   Grade   Reading  
Week   :   Week   3   of   the   1 st    9   Weeks 
----------------------Journals------------------------------ 
RL.7.9   Compare   and   Contrast   time,   place,   characters   and   historical   accounts 
RL.7.10   Reading   Level   and   Text   Complexity. 
RL.7.6   Analyzing   how   author   develops   contrasts   points   of   view   between 
characters. 
 

Date:   9/5   to   9/8/2017 
-----------------Nonfiction   Skills---------------------- 
R1.2.1   Uses   Knowledge   to   read   fluently 
R1.2.2      Reads   Expressively 
R1.3.2   Uses   References 
 

 
PREPARATION  MATERIALS 
 
*Review   SOLER   during   good   things,   group   shares,   and 
teacher   instruction. 
*Power   Point   Fake   News:      How   to   READ   through   the 
muck   and   WHY   it   is   important! 
*List   of   Articles   and   Websites 
 

*ipads 
*Journals  
*Dictionary   and   Thesaurus 
*Word   Parts   Flip   Book 
*Exercise   Card   Websites   and   Articles 
*Journals   Handout 
 
 
 
 

ENGAGE   –    Draw   students   into   a   relationship   prior   to   class. 
 
Greet   students   at   the   door   with   a   handshake   at   the   beginning   of   each   class   to   welcome,   affirm,   and   give   full   attention   to   every 
student.   Model   social   and   professional   skills   as   part   of   21 st    Century   learning. 
 
XPLORE   –    Get   in   touch   with   where   students   are   personally,   emotionally   and   academically. 
1)   Good   Things    (3-5   minutes) 
2)      Journal   work   within   Google   Classroom:      3   Journals   (2   personal   and   1   Academic) 
3)      Students   will   read   15   minutes   a   day   in   class   and   10   pages   a   night   outside   of   class. 
COMMUNICATE   –    Teach   content   in   a   way   that   is   captivating,   creative   and   responsive   to   student   needs.   Identify   “real   world”   benefits. 



Real   Work   Benefits:       When   you   go   into   a   work   force   with   new   people,   it   is   necessary   to   know   these   individuals   to   be   able   to   work 
collaboratively   together.      Anytime   you   go   into   a   new   setting,   it   is   good   to   know   the   expectations   of   that   environment   and   the   routines. 
Review   Classroom   Expectations.  
 
Good   Things   we   Practice: 
*Review   of    SOLER ,   for   this   assists   in   relationships   and   impressions   when   speaking   and   listening   to   individuals   in   your   family,   work, 
school,   with   teachers,   administration,   and   new   acquaintances.  
*Square   Up   to   Listen 
*Open   Posture 
*Learn   In 
*Eye   Contact 
*Relax   and   Respond…students   can   ask   other   students   questions   about   their   good   thing. 
 
CHAMPS   VOICE   VOLUME:      3   for   the   Speaker,   2   for   the   Responder,   and   0   for   the   Listener 
 
Monday:  
No   School 
Tuesday:  

1. Review    SOLER       during   “Good   Things”   and   do   “Good   Things”   2-3   minutes.  
2.    Reflect   back   to   the   social   contract   and   classroom   routines   through   CHAMPS 
3. Silent   Read   15   minutes 
4. Word   Work:      Roots,Practice   using   the   LINCS   strategy   of   associating   vocabulary   with   parts,   sentences,   and   pictures   for 

memory. 

Launch:       What   word   has   all   the   vowels,   including   “Y”?         UNQUESTIONABLY 
Wednesday:  

1. Review    SOLER       during   “Good   Things”   and   do   “Good   Things”   2-3   minutes.  
2. Reflect   back   to   the   social   contract   and   classroom   routines   through   CHAMPS 
3. Silent   Read   15   minutes 
4. Introduction   to   Fake   News   through   discovery.      The   students   are   given   a   list   of   websites   and   articles   to   read   and   discuss 

if   they   think   they   are   fake   or   real.      They   will   record   and   as   a   class   we   will   go   through   each   one   discussing   why   it   is   real 
and   why   it   isn’t.  

*The   purpose   for   this   lesson   is   to   alert   students   and   educate   them   on   how   to   determine   what   they   read   is   real   or   not   in   the   world 
where   fake   news   is   reported.   They   need   to   understand   how   to   informally   read   accurate   information.. 

Launch:       Why   did   William   Shakespeare   use   ink?      He   could   decide   which   pencil   to   use….2B   or   not   2B 
Thursday 

1. Review    SOLER       during   “Good   Things”   and   do   “Good   Things”   2-3   minutes.  
2. Reflect   back   to   the   social   contract   and   classroom   routines   through   CHAMPS 
3. Fake   News   Introduction   PPT 
4. Practice   Roots   and   review   prefix/suffixes 

Launch:       Why   do   writers   always   feel   cold?      Because   they   are   always   surrounded   by   drafts. 
 



 
Friday:  

1. Review    SOLER       during   “Good   Things”   and   do   “Good   Things”   2-3   minutes.  
2. Reflect   back   to   the   social   contract   and   classroom   routines   through   CHAMPS 
3. Silent   Read   15   minutes….H.W.   Read   10   Pages   and   Review   Prefixes 
4. Suffix   with   Prefixes   and   six   Roots   quiz 

Launch:       Yesterday   a   book   fell   on   my   head….well,   I   only   have   my   shelf   to   blame. 
 

 

` 
Assignment:  
Monday   through   Friday:        Students   will   read   for   30   minutes   a   day   or   at   least   20   pages   a   day. 
*10%   AR   goal   is   to   be   Nonfiction 
+25   points   total   AR   Goal 
+25   points   85%   Comprehension   or   better 
+25   points   10%   Nonfiction   Points 
+25   points   with   their   Reading   Level   Grade   Range 
 
Read   10   pages   or   15   minutes,   whichever   gives   allows   you   to   read   at   least   10   pages   a   day.   Root   LINCS   in   journal   are   due 
Friday.  

LAUNCH   –    End   on   a   powerful   note   to   drive   home   the   points   we   want   our   students   to   remember. 
Summary,   commit   to   action,   meaningful   ending   (story/quote/mantra),   passion: 
LAUNCH:     Jokes   of   the   Day   :). 
 
 

 


